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ABSTRACT
Medical geography and medical cartography have a long history. These domains cover
both the tasks of retrospective monitoring and analysis (e.g., human population health
monitoring, medical infrastructure development and availability assessment, etc.), and
operative identification and management of emergencies (e.g., monitoring of epidemics
development and infectious diseases spread). The same problems can be attributed also
as the classical issues of Geographical Information Systems (GISs) implementation into
applied domains. At the same time, implementation of particular geospatial facilities and
technologies when such monitoring is performed on a city or municipality scale has its
own specific, and always turns out to be significantly dependent on the architecture and
technology of the health management system in a given city (or municipality).
Our research is devoted to the investigation of the possibilities for GIS-based support of
medical administration and planning on a city scale and performed on the example of
Saint Petersburg city (Russia). Basing on the medical data collection system developed
and used by Saint Petersburg medical administration, we are working on the design of a
GIS-based monitoring system prototype that can be used for infectious diseases
monitoring, and can allow accumulation of georeferenced medical data, study of
spatiotemporal dynamics of disease rate, and disease patterns identification. Currently we
are identifying challenges and problems allocated at the system conceptualizing and
design stage. Medical data integration into GIS database is discovered in the paper.
Keywords: Medical Cartography, Infectious Disease, GIS-based Monitoring,
Geocoding, Geospatial Databases
INTRODUCTION
Possibilities for geographic interpretation and geospatial (GIS-based) analysis of medical
data in general [1], [2], [11], [12] and infectious disease data in particular [4], [5], [7] for
decades compose an one of popular research topics, which is discussed and discovered
by geographers, cartographers and GIS specialists. There is great potential in GIS
application to the domain of health care. However, graphical (and particularly
cartographic) facilities for medical data representation remains limited and undeveloped,
due to the complexity of medical data (while a long list of health parameters can be used
generally to characterize situation, and the statistics is dynamical in time and space).
Many authors recognize GISs as an effective instrument for retrospective [3], [6], [10]
and operative [8], [9] medical data analysis and complex representation, but medical
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(health) map usually appears to be quite simple in the meaning of used cartographic
techniques.
On the other hand, simplified data representation can be valuable to ensure decision
support made by non-cartographer (medical specialist). In this plane, it is an issue how to
synthesize and generalize initial medical data series to provide clear and valuable data
visualization. This issue assumes that data have to be well-structured to be applicable for
deep analysis, complexing and consequent estimation of synthetic metrics for medical or
epidemiological (for instance) conditions.
Our study is at an early stage and aimed on support of epidemiological monitoring of the
Saint Petersburg city territory, while the geospatial analysis and cartographic
representation generally not used and are almost not familiar to involved medical
specialists. Preliminarily provided experiments were conducted on city district medical
statistics dataset (Admiralteysky district data were used), which incorporated
depersonalized data on tuberculosis, hepatitis and HIV (Human Immunodeficiency Virus)
incidents referenced by carrier ID, time and postal address (included the house numbers,
but not flat numbers). Experiments shown that the issue of common cartographic
representation of these three infectious diseases data on the city (city district) scale is
accompanied with a number of obstacles, due to the dynamics in time and spatial
inhomogeneity. In addition to this, probably more significant issue is the data
reprocessing (at the into-GIS loading stage) and structuring, while results of these
operations are extremely valuable in the meaning of correctness and flexibility of
cartographic representation refinement.
Regarding this, initial problem consists in georeferencing of the medical data. Problem
context is composed by diversity of initial data structuring, need of address geocoding
while integrating into GIS, and ambiguity of geometry type selection that is used to
visualize data on the map. Medical staff involved in initial medical documents formation,
data depersonalization and preparation for into-GIS loading, generally may have no clear
understanding of full data processing chain, especially in the meaning of postal address
structuring. So in general case, dataset collected from medicals cannot be processed and
incorporated into GIS directly.
Most common errors are:
1) Grammatical errors (unavoidable for large amounts of data);
2) Addressing errors (addressing system can be not clear in some cases, and the errors
occurred due to manual address entry may appear and lead to incorrect allocation of
data particle);
3) Data structuring errors (appear due to the unsystematic documents filling in some
cases).
DATA AND METHODS
Preliminary experiment was focused testing of the address geocoding capabilities of the
medical statistics used in our study. We used address database publically available on
Federal Informational Address System (FIAS) Web site (https://fias.nalog.ru). This
database being an official informational resource was used as reference standard of city
street addresses. Initial table composed of observed inflectional disease incidents was
joined to the FIAS tables basing on address fields presented in the initial table.
Additionally, the GIS vector layer composed of geometry and attributes of city buildings
was joined to the FIAS tables (also basing on street address fields). Unjoined records of
the initial medical statistics, and equally records of vector layer were then filtered and
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checked for the address description correctness, with consequent correction of found
errors.
All the joining and filtering operations were organized in PostgreSQL
(https://www.postgresql.org) database, as it is GIS compatible free and open source
database management software. To provide the operations a number of queries was
designed, which helped to correct errors partially in automated mode through the flexible
joining rules.
Finally, the database composed of three abovementioned data sources was exported into
GIS layers (SHP format was used, data were presented in QGIS - https://qgis.org), where
geometry was derived from initial GIS layer, street address – from FIAS database, and
medical data from initial table of medical statistics. This approach helped to prepare
maximally correct dataset, but was extremely time consuming due to the need of queries
formation, test and adjustment, and to the need of manual correction of detected errors.
In parallel, we discovered two available in QGIS geocoding modules, but both were
recognized as not effective in the project context. RuGeocoder module
(https://plugins.qgis.org/plugins/ru_geocoder/) is built upon the version 2.0 of the Python
programming language that is not supported in actual versions of QGIS. MMQGIS
module (https://plugins.qgis.org/plugins/mmqgis/) had no options to create errors report
easily, and then became inapplicable as no initial data could be lost. Additionally, the
number of geocoding errors produced by the module was up to 30% (Fig. 1), which was
recognized as unsatisfactory.

Figure 1. Results of test dataset geocoding by MMQGIS module, error rate is 28% (332 of 1170 records)
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To reduce geocoding time and make geocoding process flexible in the meaning of project
needs, we implemented prototype of geocoding module for QGIS designed accordingly
to these needs (able to generate error reports and to provide geocoding in batch and singlerecord modes). Nominatim service (http://nominatim.org) was used as geocoding engine,
which operates OpenStreetMap data to recognize street address locations.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Developed geocoding module incorporated graphical user interface (Fig. 2) to ensure files
opening and saving, and designed to read and write data from/to CSV-formatted text files.
When executed, the module reads CSV file, parses the data into array and separates
address date using Slice operation. One address can be geocoded in one second, as it is a
limit set by the OpenStreetMap user agreement. Geocoded records are supplemented with
coordinates-containing fields and written into new CSV file. If geocoding error occurred,
an additional CSV file is created and stored, where all the error record are collected. This
allows to control geocoding results, correct errors and re-geocode remaining particles of
data.

Figure 2. Graphical user interface of the developed geocoding module prototype

Medical statistics dataset can be geocoded directly through reading from CSV file, or
manually (record by record) using graphical interface (when error correcting, for
example). Produced dataset can be read directly in QGIS and drawn on the map using
coordinates stored in addition to medical data.
Therefore, the generated data can drawn on the map as a point geometry layer. However,
in a number of cases it can be needed to highlight the buildings on the map where the
incidents were observed. To provide this opportunity, we derived vector layer of buildings
from OpenStreetMap dataset and run vector intersection operation for point incident and
polygon building geometries. This operation helps to provide additional address control,
as in some cases points can be allocated not within building geometry (Fig. 3).
Additionally, this operation makes it possible to structure medical data accordingly to the
GIS needs, as initially different incidents observed at one address are mapped by a number
of points. Then the intersection operation is accompanied by joining of the point geometry
attributes to polygon geometry in many-to-one manner, and joined buildings can be drawn
on the map (Fig. 4).
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Figure 3. Geocoded locations of infectious disease incidents
(red markers) drawn above OpenStreatMap base map

Figure 4. Buildings where the infectious disease incidents were observed (marked by green)

Finally, generated layers can be filtered using queries by infectious disease type or by
time of infectious disease incidents observation. Particularly, we used Time Manager
module (https://plugins.qgis.org/plugins/timemanager/) to visualize dynamic maps of
infectious disease incidents spatial distribution.
CONCLUSIONS
We have to remark, that the geocoding process is an integral (due to characteristics of
initial medical data representation) and significant (due to its impact of consequent data
structuring in GIS) part of medical geospatial database forming and medical mapping
processes on the city scale. The automation of geocoding can significantly speed up data
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processing, but have to be accompanied by double control, as at different stages data
structuring errors can appear.
Provided experiments and prototyping have shown that the lack of compatible ready to
use processing tools are presented in desktop GIS software. Future work have to be
devoted to the enhancement of geocoding facilities, through embedding visual geocoding
(made by manual pointing on the map) and possibly combining OpenStreetMap-based
geocoding and FIAS-based address control into one processing chain.
Also, the experience of dynamic visualization of produced data highlights the needs of
specialized analog of Time Manager module development, as it has some restrictions in
data visualization and a number of not demanded functions and interface elements. While
the data model used to organize the data and built accordingly to the Time Manager
demands have to be redesigned, as being able to visualize data accordingly to the time
measure, we are not able currently to do the same using number of incidents as a measure,
or by combining time and number of incidents measures.
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